Reasons Why Fundamental Accounting Concept1 Test Fails

CF4
Net Cash Flow = Net Cash Flows, Operating = Net Cash Flows, Operating, Continuing + Net Cash Flows,
Operating, Discontinued
What this rule tests
This rule tests the relationship between total, continuing, and discontinued net cash flow, operating
activities:




Net cash flow, operating activities, continuing
Net cash flow, operating activities, discontinued
Net cash flow, operating

Of all filers, approximately 99% pass this test. Of the remaining 1%, the following are the reasons this
test is failed:



Fact used in one area of financial report inconsistent with another area
Undetermined reasons

Common reasons why test fails
Fact used in one area of financial report inconsistent with another area
While in the set of financial reports analyzed, 9,640 expressed no inconsistency between total,
continuing, and discontinued net cash flows from operating activities. However, 39 did have some sort
of inconsistency. In this one example, one fact was disclosed on the cash flow statement and another
related fact was disclosed in the disclosures, and the two facts are inconstant. See this financial report:
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/viewer?action=view&cik=1403433&accession_number=0001019056-14000646&xbrl_type=v#
On the cash flow statement you can see the line item “Net cash used in operating activities”, the value is
-800,042 for the 9 months ended March 31, 2014:
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For more information on the fundamental accounting concepts and the relations between these concepts please
see http://fundamentalaccountingconcepts.wikispaces.com
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And the concept used to report the fact was us-gaap:NetCashProvidedByUsedInOperatingActivities as
can be seen here:

Yet, in the “Basis of presentation and going concern consists of (Details)” disclosure, the line item “Net
cash used in operations” was disclosed with a value of -232,356 as seen here using a different concept
to report that fact us-gaap:NetCashProvidedByUsedInOperatingActivitiesContinuingOperations:
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Other
This filer created an inappropriate extension concept:
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/viewer?action=view&cik=355356&accession_number=0001193125-12270666&xbrl_type=v#

This filer used two concepts and the values are inconsistent:
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/viewer?action=view&cik=820096&accession_number=0000820096-13000014&xbrl_type=v#
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The line item “Subtotal” is a clearly inappropriate concept to use to report that fact.
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